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ed i t o r ’s  no t e
I know the official New Year is months away, but I am 
definitely in the camp that considers the real beginning 
of the year September.  I’m not talking about a particular 
date, but rather that “new beginning” feeling so many 
of us have when school starts up again.

I remember preparing for the beginning of school in a 
way I prepared for no other time of year.  Mainly, of 
course, by shopping.  Buying outfits that I thought would 
define me in some certain way.  At age eight, I chose a 
plaid jumper with a jaunty pin in its pleated skirt.  That, 
along with a white collared blouse and white ribbed 
tights, defined the new me.  The Third-Grade Me. 

The beginning of fall marks the opportunity for  
reinventing ourselves, making it an especially life-
affirming time of year. And that idea of reinvention 
plays out in this issue in many different ways.

Sending your child to Kindergarten, redefining your 
personal style and wardrobe, revitalizing your body, 
changing your career.  One thing that’s noteworthy about 
this collection of articles is that not only do the subjects 
focus on new beginnings, but many of the writers are 
in the process of redefining their lives as well. A perfect 
ensemble for these last lazy summer days, before we all 
step forth into our own New Years.

I want to thank all those who commented on last month’s 
Summer Food issue.  I especially loved hearing how 
everyone had their own three or four favorite essays, 
each struck differently and personally by the stories. 

And speaking of food, I want to invite all our underage 
foodies to submit their own restaurant reviews for our 
Birthday Dinner feature.  If your child likes to write, and 
he or she likes food, we would love to hear from them 
(details on page 29).

Thanks for reading.  And Happy New Year.

Jessica

223 Glenridge Ave
Montclair • 973.746.1182
Visit our website:
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M
b y  J e s s i c a  Wo l f

P h o t o g r a p h y  b y  M i c h a e l  s t a h l

And so he did. Beginning his career as 
a New York City political cartoonist, 
Cohen went on to magazine art 
direction, advertising, and finally ended 
up as a freelance illustrator, a job that 
enabled him to move out of the city 
with his wife and work from home.  “I 
have always wanted to be close by while 
my kids grow up,” he says.

Then after September 11th, Cohen 
felt he needed an outlet to express his 
political opinions, so he came back, 
once again, to political cartooning.

It seemed that Cohen had fulfilled his 
destiny: doing the job he¹d always 
meant to do, living a life where he could 
be home to raise his two sons, coach 
their soccer teams, watch them grow.  
But then an injury changed the course 
of his life.

Cohen’s one-eighty
“It could have been caused by something 
as typical as being hit with a soccer ball 
while playing with my kids.  I injured 
my eye, and it resulted in a detached 
retina,” he says.  “It is not an uncommon 
occurrence.  More males than females.  
More likely if you’re near-sighted.  It can 
also be age related – your tissues become 
less flexible as you get older.”

It was not until after his protracted 
recovery period that the complications 
from his surgery were evident. “I had to 
spend my first post-surgery week lying 
face down. Then, the next three months 
my head had to remain in a downward 
position. I ended up putting my TV face 
up on the floor to watch it,” he says.

Cohen’s retina did heal, but he developed 
an unusual amount of scar tissue, 
inhibiting the fine motor movement of 
his eye, causing pain and sometimes 
double vision at close range.  Not the 
best situation for an illustrator.  “My 
vision issues have definitely affected 
my productivity.  Illustrating can be a 
struggle for me now.  It has definitely 
taken a lot of the joy out of my work.”

Although it’s been three years since the 
injury, Cohen has persevered with his 
art.  But this new venture will allow him 
to focus more of his time on what has 
become a competing passion.  

“I never exercised at all until I was 
30,” he says.  “I wanted a good cardio 
workout, but didn’t feel comfortable 
in most of the aerobic classes offered 
in the gyms.  One day I tried a cycling 

�sixty cycling studio is slated to open september 2008.  For more
information, go to www.�sixtycyclingstudio.com or call 97�-7�6-�66�.

MuSIC BlAreS.  A voice shouts over it. “You just 
burned your first hundred calories!” proclaims 
Mark Cohen to the rows of disciples before him.  
A few hoot in joy.  They’ve only been pedaling 
for about ten minutes.

This is Mark Cohen as Motivator – one of the 
many roles he plays during a one-hour cycling 
class.  He has relentless energy. He has a 
devoted following.  He shouts again, “I yell at 
you because I love you!”

One student describes him as “very intense 
and very funny. His enthusiasm is infectious; 
his humor is sly.”  But when Cohen talks about 
spinning, he’s all business.

“It’s not a spinning class,” he corrects.  “Spinning 
is a term trademarked by a guy in California who 
invented this craze.  The generic term is indoor 
cycling.” Cohen suppresses a chuckle; he is 
deadpan, but through these small gestures you 
can see a bit of mischievousness underneath.

Cohen knows quite a lot about indoor cycling 
and even more about how to teach it. How to 
entertain, amuse, direct, choreograph and coach 
a group through an hour-long class. So well, in 
fact, that two of his students – celebrity make-up 
artist Bobbi Brown and her husband, developer 
Stephen Plofker – approached Cohen to partner 

with them in creating an indoor cycling studio. 
The first of its kind in New Jersey.

3Sixty Cycling Studio will open in September, 
and for Cohen, that will mean more opportunities 
for people to get hooked on his passion.

“A cycling class is just so much fun,” he says. 
“One of the few ways you can really play as 
an adult. It’s not competitive.  There’s music 
blasting.  You get this feeling of riding down a 
hill with abandon, and you don’t have to worry 
about cars or streets or falling.  Just about that 
feeling of letting go.”

the first 90 degrees
To hear Cohen talk, you’d think he spent his 
childhood racing around on a bike, flying 
downhill with his legs outstretched, bugs 
splattering against his teeth.  And you’d be 
right.  But he also spent a lot of his time reading 
the newspaper and drawing.  “I was always a 
news junkie, even as a kid.  I read the St. louis 
Post Dispatch every day at breakfast.  I had this 
sense that the news could teach you everything 
you needed to know about being human,” he 
says.  “And drawing … well, I’ve cartooned as 
far back as I can remember.  That’s who I was.  
There wasn’t a doubt in my mind that I would 
become a cartoonist.”

leT ’S  CHAT  with  

MArk Cohen
Cycling studio brings 
artist full circle.

class and just loved it.”  Cohen cycled 
for years, but it wasn’t until after his eye 
injury that he decided to train to become 
an instructor.  “I needed to feel strong 
again and I needed to throw myself into 
something to help me forget about the 
pain I was in.  Once I started teaching, I 
fell in love in a whole new way.  I found in 
it an activity that allowed all the aspects 
of my personality to come together: my 
sense of humor, my ability to lead, my 
love of music and dance.”

All those years of cycling classes paid 
off. “I’d taken classes from dozens of 
teachers.  I knew exactly what I liked and 
what I didn’t like.  I think I’ve taken the 
best of what I’ve experienced and made 
it my own,” he says.  “Music is a huge 
element in a class like this.  Teachers 
become known for their excellent 
cycling mixes.”  

CoMing 3sixty
The leap from teaching a few cycling 
classes to taking on a whole studio had 
a lot to do with his 3Sixty partners.

He says, “When Bobbi [Brown] turned 
50, her focus began to change from 
make-up and skin care to the whole 
person.  She’s a genius at increasing 
women’s self-confidence. Her own love 
of cycling inspired her to create the 

perfect indoor cycling experience.”

Cohen says this opportunity has been 
perfect for him as well.  “The timing is 
perfect, the circumstances are perfect.  
My kids are old enough that I can now 
take on a project like this. 

“One of the great things about cycling is 
that there are so many aspects of fitness 
you can work on.  Some people come to 
increase strength, others to lose weight.  
An instructor’s job is to challenge you 
and to make it fun.  The instructor is 
80% of what makes a class great. At 
3Sixty, I audition every teacher myself.  
Their class has to excite me.”   

Cohen says the whole emphasis of the 
studio is on having fun.  “When I was a 
kid, my favorite thing to do was hop on 
my bike and just go for hours.  That was 
when I felt the most free.  I reconnect 
with that feeling of exuberance every 
time I teach a class.  It feels like I’ve 
come full circle.”  But he’s quick to 
add in a fitness fact.  “On average, a 
cyclist will burn about 750 calories per 
session,” he says.

like Cohen himself, that makes for 
some serious fun.  n
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PhotogRaPhy  By  M ichaE L  s tahL

reporting from the humble fashion capital of Northern New 
Jersey: Montclair, uSA, I’m pleased to announce that good 
news abounds. I am inspired by the style mavens I see on 
the train, in the supermarket, and at pickup and drop-off.  
The New Jersey suburbanista has adapted beautifully to her 
environment.  This cunning creature knows five-inch stilettos 
do not work well on grass, but strappy sandals with chunky 
stacked heels can compliment both cropped jeans and  
a sundress.    

This may just have something to 
do with the fact that there are 
a wealth of small boutiques 
catering to the suburbanista, 
and, unlike The City, you can 
actually patronize these 
establishments without doing 
breathing exercises to prepare.  
The clothing is not cheap, but 
it will not cost a mortgage 
payment; it will not make 
you look like the flying nun; 
and there are no snotty sales 

assistants the size of a stick pretzel hovering at the door.   
Small local boutiques understand that if they are mean, you 
will leave. So they lay out the welcome mat, get to know you, 
and actually recommend clothing that will make you giddy.  
This, friends, is why we live in the suburbs. So, leave your 
surly, watch-checking husband at home, and set aside some 
time.  Here are just some of the fabulous fashion haunts that 
dot downtown Montclair.

First up: a place I visit so regularly they cheerfully watch my 
kids: the inimitable Ruby’s of Church Street. Shopkeepers 
Daniela and Beth are a great example of a good partnership. 
As a friend recently said, they could run a clinic on how to 
buy flattering jeans. They understand that most of us really 
do want to look pretty, and they are full on cheerleaders when 
you need a little encouragement.  They see beauty.  They see 
it everywhere. Daniela and Beth are the kind of proprietors 
who bring you clothes to try, help you accessorize them, 
and remember what you liked the first time when you come 
back.  Be sure to check out the basement where there are 
really good deals. Before a recent trip to los Angeles – where 
I was sure everyone would look like the cast of Entourage – I 
was feeling a little intimidated.  I dropped by ruby’s looking 
for I don’t know what, and happened upon their lovely stylist 
elaine.  Working around things I already own, some of which 
I brought with me, here’s what we ended up with: 

For drinks at a swanky hotel with high potential for celebrity 

(continued on page 12)

step away from the mall

with Dawn Porter

Ruby’s

Shopping 
Downtown Montclair

hen i first was asked if i might be interested 
in writing about fashion for this magazine 
i’d like to say i demurred, hesitated, refused.  

But what really happened after i gave myself 
an inner high five is i thought: “FiNaLLy!” 
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sightings (Forrest Whitaker, Myley Cyrus, 
and Tobey Maguire this last trip): super- 
dark denim jeans, a brightly-colored 
print silk top, and a lightly-woven  
cotton wrap.

For business meetings at TV studios:  
a black knit dress, leggings and my  
own flats.

And finally, for a dinner meeting with 
a television writer and documentary 
producer: a gorgeous, grey silk tunic dress, 
grey suede, mildly high-heeled boots and 
my own adorable clutch. Since I already 
had half this stuff, it was elaine’s adding 
a thing here and there that created 
such a smashing fashion success. Not 
being preoccupied with what to wear, I 
actually focused solely on my work and 
had a productive and successful trip. I’d 
like to think it would have been a great 
trip anyway, but why chance it? The big 
news is congratulations are in order. 
The ruby’s gals are expecting: a new 
store, that is. Ruby Slippers will open on 
Church Street in the coming weeks.

Having had your way with ruby’s, stay 
on Church Street and head over to the 
sedate, yet equally luscious, Chez Rene.  
The thing you must know about rene is 
that she is honest to a fault; she simply 
will not let you leave with anything that 
makes your derriere look large.  In fact, 
sometimes I find myself hiding purchases 
from her because I am in love with them, 
and I’m afraid she will tell me that no, 
this does not make me look like Sarah 
Jessica Parker, it makes me look like Sara 
lee. (That was mean. I don’t even know 
what Sara lee looks like, but anyone 
who invented butter loaf cake must be 
mocked.) rene has suits for those of us 
in corporate environments, but she also 
carries creamy cashmere sweaters and 
gossamer wraps, little bits of nothing 
to toss on as you head out to dinner or 
a movie. A few years back, she started 
stocking a line devoted to larger sizes.   
rene has a fine eye and her high quality 
clothing reflects her elegant taste. She 
also has a lovely selection of shoes and 

(continued from page 10)

Chez Rene

Johari

Cisco Station

boots; my favorite black suede wedge 
boots are from her selection last fall, and 
I am eagerly anticipating her new picks.     

If you are investing in nice clothing, you 
should have proper undergarments, so 
I suggest a stop at Johari, conveniently 

located around the corner from rene.  
I can’t tell you how important this is. If 
you do just one thing, it should be this: 
let her measure you for a bra.  You will be 
shocked. Most women are wearing the 
wrong bra size. You’ll feel like you lost 
four pounds just by pushing everything 
into its proper place. Johari also carries 
pretty nightgowns, and a wonderful 
range of bathing suits: bikinis for those 
among us still in them, and slimming 
one-piece suits that are as pretty as they 
are practical.    

You could spend all day on Church 
Street, but force yourself to branch out.  
In the same general neighborhood, you 
will find quirky and cool Cisco Station.  
Cisco is one of the only stores in town 
to carry hip clothing for your arm-candy 
husband. My husband likes the t-shirts, 
and he really likes the jeans, which are 
cut for slimmer hips. (Please, don’t get 
me started.) I also think she has some 
of the best accessories in town. lovely 
whimsical wallets, (yes, wallets can have 
whimsy!) colorful print purses, and even 
luggage. Your new beautiful wardrobe 
deserves to be toted around in a nice 
suitcase by Orla Kiely, doesn’t it?

From Cisco, it’s just a hop, skip and 
a jump to Dem Two Hands. This past 
Christmas, I found a gauzy gold jacket 
for my mother that made her skin glow.  
For my grandmother, I found a beautiful 
and classic evening bag, and for my sister, 
a lustrous string of lovely amber beads. 

The sales staff at Dem Two Hands has a 
well-deserved reputation for customer 
service.  A few years ago, a friend of mine 
found herself in need of an outfit for a bar 
mitzvah. Someone recommended Dem 
Two Hands, so she ventured there hoping 
to find something different. Shopping 
alone, she asked the saleswoman for 
an opinion on her selections. When she 
stepped out of the dressing room with 
the first the saleswoman made a face. 
Second dress, same face. Dress three, 
a Morticia Addams looking number 
she loved, also received the thumbs 
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down. Bewildered, my intrepid friend 
pressed: “on a scale of 1 to 10, what do 
you give this?”  “Four,” the saleswoman 
said firmly. “Four?” My friend looked 
incredulous. “Maybe four and a half.” 

She reluctantly asked the woman for 
a recommendation and was rewarded 
with three outfits that she never ever 
in a million years would pick up, let 
alone try on. Of course, they were 
fabulous – so fabulous that the pieces 
she bought became her go-to outfit. The 
experience helped her see herself in a 
new way, and changed how she shops.  
This is one of my very favorite things 
about patronizing local boutiques: the 
salespeople take immense pride in their 
work and really are there to help.  So use 
them.  There’s a reason why all those 
celebrities use stylists. Sometimes you 
need an impartial set of eyes to help you 
see your own potential.  

This brings me to the sober part of fashion 
– the price tags.  like everything, clothes 
can be pricey; so budget-conscious 
suburbanistas should heed the six P’s:   

1. PACe yourself Pick one thing 
you adore and splurge.  One.  Pair an 
expensive item with a sweater from 
Target.  (I hope I am the last to tell  
you about the high-end designers 
making adorable, inexpensive clothes 
for Target.) 

Dem Two Hands

l
k2. PrePAre Periodically “shop” your 

closet so you know what you already 
have at home.  I cannot tell you how 
many times I have not followed my own 
sage advice and ended up back home 
with Yet Another Black Sweater.  I don’t 
wear the first two, and now I’ve bought 
them a friend.

3. let the Pros helP Tear some 
pictures out of magazines and show the 
proprietors what you like so they will 
know your taste.  This will save you 
time and money.  When you reach for 
something that you might regret, a pro 
will gently steer you back.

4. Purge For every new item that 
comes home with you, toss two old 
ones.  You will make room for your new 
treasures and slowly edit your wardrobe 
so you like everything in it. 

5. Be PiCky resist the urge to buy 
something too small or too ugly just 
because it is on sale. Its not a bargain 
if it’s ill-fitting or doesn’t make you feel 
great. really, aquamarine doesn’t go 
with much.  Be honest about what suits 
you.  If you can’t look at yourself with 
a constructive critical eye, take a friend 
who loves you. (Or take rene!)

6. Be Prudent A couple of years ago 
my best friend and I were on a bit of 
a tear, and I knew my husband would 
be annoyed since we were also in the 
midst of a kitchen renovation. So when 
we got home, I left all my loot in her car 
and strolled in with a single bag.  He 
eyed me suspiciously, but what could 
he say?  The proof was right there, one 
tiny little bag.  “Isn’t this cute?” I said, 
holding up a belt. He just walked away.  
And that would have been that, except 
for the credit card fraud protection unit.  
The purchases were so excessive the 
bank called to be sure they were real.  
My husband answered the phone and 
a knowing smirk spread quickly across 
his handsome face. “Hmm…” I heard 
him say, as I sat coloring innocently 

with our younger son. “I’m not sure I do 
recognize those purchases. Would you 
list them?” And then he got out a pen 
and wrote them all down neatly, one by 
one, itemized by store.  Humiliation, thy 
name is Visa.  

I leave you with these wise words, 
spoken by my older son, age six-and-
three-quarters, after we got into it over 
an adorable plaid shirt I’d selected on 
his behalf.   “Mom,” he said earnestly, 
“this shirt doesn’t represent me.” He 
had a point.  Your clothes do represent 
you.  They are your living canvas.  So 
show yourself some love, be your own 
masterpiece, grab yourself a little bit 
of whimsy. And do it all without ever 
hitting the mall.   n

Dawn Porter is a television executive, writer and filmmaker.  
She lives in Montclair with her husband and two sons. More from 
Dawn at www.dawnagain.net   
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How to Prep 
Your Kid  

(and Yourself)  
for 

Kindergarten
b y  A m y  F r i e d m a n

Sipping coffee on Janis Vascimini’s wrap-around porch 
one recent summer morning, i realize that the only thing 
i want to do more than write an article about how to 
prepare our children for Kindergarten is to go back to 
Kindergarten myself.  it sounds so much better now!

Janis is one of Montclair’s many outstanding Kindergarten 
teachers.  tanned and barefoot in cutoff shorts with a chin-length 
bob, she embodies a youthful energy, a focused calm, and a 
palpable love and respect for the �-year old set which, i must 
admit, i did not feel from my own Kindergarten teacher back in 
the day. My memories are a jumble of one beloved red plaid 
dress with the round white collar, a formal Mrs. harrison reading 
dick and Jane books aloud, and my somehow sensing that the 
“dolphins” was not the highest reading group.

going off to Kindergarten is a rite of passage for kids as well as 
parents.  But ready or not, that’s where we all end up.  i can’t 
believe that my spunky eldest daughter is already entering the 
world of yellow school busses, recess and report cards. here’s 
what Janis taught me about what to expect:

AMY: What does “being prepared” for Kindergarten  
really mean?
JAnIS: Kids come to school at all different levels. Teachers 
don’t so much look for a skill set, as they look for growth and 
progression.  We’re like pediatricians that way.  Within a range, 
your child’s doctor doesn’t care exactly how big your baby is, as 
long as she’s growing. 

Kindergarten is a time of great leaps – so the beginning and 
the end of the year look and feel very, very different. Over the 
course of this year, most kids will develop the foundation they 
need for reading and writing.
That said, there are a few things you can keep in mind. I think 
being on time for school lowers stress for everyone: kids, 
parents and teachers.  It’s also important to send the message 
to kids that being on time isn’t just about them, it’s about the 
community.  
Also, kids need structure at home.  They need a place to put 
their backpack away, and a sense of accomplishment that they 
did it themselves.

AMY: Is that all part of your teaching philosophy?
JAnIS:  I teach like I parent. I believe kids need an environment 
that’s firm, but loving; playful, with boundaries; disciplined, 
but flexible. I like to set the classroom culture by modeling 
what I want to see: fairness, kindness and respect.  When you 
start there, kids tend to internalize those ideas, rather than see 
them as a set of rules.

AMY: Are there typical “mistakes” parents tend to make in the 
transition to Kindergarten?
JAnIS: The biggest mistake I see is parents who want see a 
“perfect experience” for their kids.  The world is a wonderfully 
imperfect place, and kids need to gain skills to use when life 
isn’t going their way. They need to learn how to cope. As my 
own mom would say, “That’s their work.” 

(continued on page 16)
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The world is a wonderfully imperfect 
place, and kids need to gain skills to 
use when life isn’t going their way.

AMY: Sounds right...but also hard for 
parents to do...
JAnIS: Kindergarten parents are 
going through a process of letting go 
themselves.  A parent’s job is to put 
trust in the school.  That means letting 
your kids know that you feel good about 
leaving them there; you respect the rules, 
and you trust the teachers. Parental 
ambivalence can be very contagious 
(she laughs). 
If a kid is crying at drop off, 99.9 percent 
of the time, they will stop less than 5 
minutes after their parent leaves.

AMY: Any stories you can share about 
successful separations?
JAnIS: A mom once called me before 
her son started school, saying they were 
both nervous about separating.  I asked, 
“What does he love?” It was the solar 
system. I asked her to prepare her son 
by telling him that she was going to take 
him to school, say goodbye and pick 
him up later. I had a solar system book 
waiting and as soon as mom left, I pulled 
it out and engaged him. Trusting and 
communicating with your kids’ teacher 
will give your kids confidence.

AMY: Can you give us some do’s and 
don’ts about communicating with your 
kids’ teacher?
JAnIS: every teacher is different.  In fact, 
one of the jobs of a Kindergarten parent 
is to figure out how to work with their 
kids’ teacher. If you’re not sure about the 
teacher’s communication preferences, 
ask!  Some like email, some phone, some 
appointments. 
One general tip: drop-off and pick-up 
are not always great times to raise issues, 
and never in front of the kids.  Most 
teachers need to put their attention on 
the whole class, so better to save it and 
communicate later.   

AMY: How is Kindergarten different 
than Pre-K?
JAnIS: Over the year, kids are going to 
be learning to listen when others speak, 
restrain themselves, and raise their 
hands to contribute.  At 4 or 5, that’s not 
a reasonable expectation; at 5 or 6, it is.  

(continued from page 14)
a complete apology of action, they also 
want to apologize verbally, even better.
The same goes for how we praise their 
work. Instead of “Good job/I love it/
How pretty,” we try to make comments 
like, “I notice how hard you worked on 
that!” This way, we aren’t training kids to 
always seek an adult “seal of approval,” 
but rather focusing on the internal sense 
of satisfaction that doing your personal 
best can bring. Now that’s something 
they can choose over and over again  
for themselves. 

AMY: What about after school activities 
at this age?
JAnIS: After school, kids need to play...
and pretend... and relax!  I, like many 
others, think our kids are overscheduled. 
One afternoon activity is enough during 

the week.  And they don’t need more 
than two structured play dates per week, 
unless the kids are really close friends, 
comfortable and loose.  

AMY: So, bottom line, what are the most 
important things our kids need to learn 
in Kindergarten?
JAnIS: First and foremost, to be kind, 
caring people. Also, to feel that the world 
is a big, complex and exciting place, and 
that they’re part of it. We want them to 
develop a passion for learning. And, 
of course, we want them to come back 
excited and prepared for first grade.

AMY: Sounds like next year’s story.
JAnIS: exactly.   n

Amy Friedman is a creative executive at Nickelodeon. She 
lives in Montclair with her husband and two daughters.

Kids are learning the vital lesson that 
they’re part of a bigger whole.  
For parents, drop off is shorter – it’s now 
a parent’s job to leave so the kids can 
start their day.  Volunteering becomes 
less about “time with your kid” and 
more about helping the whole class. 
Another tip, which should go without 
saying: “What you see in the classroom 
stays in the classroom!”  Most parents 
don’t have the expertise to evaluate 
what’s going on between children. Can 
you imagine if someone came into your 
marriage at a bad moment and then 
shared her impression with everyone?

AMY: How do you know if your child is 
socially or emotionally ready?
JAnIS: I love talking about this!  At rand 
School, I work with a wonderful program 

called “responsive Classroom,” which is 
social and emotional education for kids 
at all levels.  The basic gist is that we 
get away from the notion of “good kids” 
versus “bad kids” and support good 
decision-making for all kids.  What’s 
key here is that kids learn to internalize 
good feelings and good choices, not 
“obey” them for the sake of adults.  

AMY: Can you give me an example?  
JAnIS: Sure.  There’s a great concept 
called an Apology of Action.  If a kid 
does something to hurt another, instead 
of delivering a rote, “I’m sorry,” she’s 
expected to apologize with an action.  
It could be drawing a picture for the 
other kid, staying and playing with 
him, or just talking it through. So the 
kids get the palpable, internal feeling 
of truly making amends.  And if, after 
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I 
was brought up by my mother and grandmother, 
Brooklyn schoolteachers who were polite, punctual, 
and had beautiful penmanship. They knew that a smile, 
a handshake and a hastily-written thank you note 
could atone for almost any sin. One of my first birthday 

presents was a creamy, cardboard box filled with tissue-thin 
paper that had my name discreetly engraved across the top in 
pale blue script. The stationery was given to me for the express 
purpose of writing thank you notes, and writing them soon. If 
I had a birthday party on a Sunday, I wrote thank you notes on 
Monday. 

My brother and I were taught to say please and thank you. If 
we were introduced to an adult, we shook the person’s hand 
and looked him or her in the eye. If someone asked how we 
were, we were instructed to answer, “Fine, thank you. How are 
you?” It was always,“May I please have?” instead of “Can you 
get me…?” If an adult noted that I resembled my mother, I was 
supposed to say, “Thank you,” not, “No, I don’t!” And, of course, 
“excuse me,” if we burped, passed gas or elbowed someone in 
the stomach. 

At the time, I resisted this enforced formality, which seemed 
rehearsed, self-conscious and ridiculous. But now that I am 
the mother of two pre-adolescent boys who laugh hysterically 
when they fart or curse, and can barely be bothered to say 
hello when someone new enters the house, I see that Mom and 
Grandma were on to something. 

the Business of good MAnners 
lisa Finan wants to bring back the formality and civility of 
my youth. A trained anthropologist, she is also the regional 
manager and head of business development for Social Smarts 
(www.socialsmarts.com) and is making it her business, literally, 
to bring manners to the children of New Jersey. 

Getting Down with Decorum

Good Lord, where have all 
the good manners gone? 

By Laura Zinn Fromm

A one-womAn, well-mAnnered revolution.

A friendly, attractive, middle-aged mother of two, with curly 
red hair and a relaxed manner, Finan, 47, hardly seems the 
starchy, hair-in-a-bun, ceremonial “Miss Manners” type. 
When I visited her at home, she greeted me in a bathing suit 
and introduced me to her white Maltese dog “Spike.” Her 
specialty is being gracious and grateful, and putting children 
– and adults – at ease. raised in California, Finan describes her 
family as blue collar. “My grandparents spoke Italian and there 
was a certain expectation about how you should behave,” she 
says. “Obeying authority was important, and it was important 
to be quiet. That didn’t mean you shouldn’t be heard, but you 
had a lot to learn before you flew the coop.” What bothers her 
now, she says, is all the “self-conscious parenting. We want 
to make sure we don’t burst our children’s self esteem, so we 
parent them with unconditional love but no discipline.” 

Despite her upbringing, Finan admits that teaching her 
children to be respectful was as challenging for her as it is for 
the rest of us. “My son was driving me nuts.  He was five and 
so obnoxious,” she says. “Mostly he was just being a boy, but 
he needed some old fashioned expectations and rules.” Finan 
met Corinne Gregory, who had founded a program called 
Social Smarts and turned it into a franchise. Finan adapted 
Social Smarts for her own home, teaching her kids to make 
their beds, pack their backpacks, clear their plates, and say, 
“Mom, can I do anything?” She reminds them to respect the 

“Manners easily 

and rapidly mature 

into morals”
Horace Mann
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house, and look outside of themselves. “Kids are 100% balls 
of ego. They are naturally going to think of themselves. We 
don’t have to add to it,” she says.  “I told my kids, ‘You’re part 
of the family corporation; your job is to make the family 
business run smoothly.”

Finan started conducting Social Smarts classes in and out 
of her house and now holds classes at the Professional 
Women’s Center, the Center for Healthy living, and the 
Montclair Adult School. She also does private coaching 
and in the fall, is launching the Cotillion Program, a pilot 
program sponsored by PNC Bank and the City of Newark’s 
Department of Neighborhood and recreational Services, 
which aims to teach social skills to 100 high school 
juniors and seniors, and prepare them for college and job 
interviews. Also in the works is an MTV reality show geared 
towards college women, and a book deal. 

the greAt equAlizer
Is she trying to start some kind of a protocol revolution? 
Absolutely. “Good manners are like a passport. even if you 
don’t speak the language of another country, you can always 
speak the language of being kind. Manners are a currency 
that will get our kids far in dealing with other cultures. Our 
country is young; we’re like teenagers. We’re bratty and we 
think we know everything. Our national persona tends to 
be characterized by the arrogant cowboy. everyone’s pretty 
much had enough of that.”

 Just don’t call what she’s teaching charm school. “I actually 
hate the word ‘manners,’” Finan says. “People’s eyes glaze 
over when you say it.” She prefers “social skills.” Yes, 
students are taught how to hold a fork and knife, and put 
a napkin in their laps, but the girls don’t wear white gloves, 
the boys don’t sport blue blazers, tea is not served from a 
silver service and the ghost of emily Post does not hover in 
the foyer. “We are not a finishing school,” Finan says. “Most 
people don’t go to cotillions or the White House. Ninety-five 
percent of us are just schlubbing through life.” 

What Finan teaches is “enforced empathy” for all that 
schlubbing, and she tries to make children aware of how 
they can serve a situation and add to it, rather than just 
seize what they need from it. So in her eight-part class, 
students learn how to say hello and goodbye, answer the 
phone, set a table, eat properly (“it’s a spoon, not a shovel”), 
serve themselves, wait for the host or the hostess to be 
seated, deal with food they don’t care for, excuse themselves 
from the table, clear the table, show respect for property, 
and how to behave when a situation becomes unpleasant 
(a gift is received that is not wanted or another child takes 
the last cupcake). Courtesy, kindness and compassion are 
encouraged; the golden rule (treat others the way you want 
them to treat you) is repeatedly referred to until it becomes 
embedded in the children’s cerebral cortex.  

(continued on page 20)
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WAtCh And leArn
Curious about the process of introducing propriety to those 
who don’t necessarily want to meet it, I asked Finan if I could 
watch her teach what she preached. She invited me to sit in 
on a half-hour session she was having at her house, the last of 
eight private coaching lessons she was giving a boy, who, she 
said, had once been “fresh,” and was now, “lovely.” We will call 
him robert. 

At 6 o’clock one hot summer evening, robert arrived with his 
mother after a long day at camp.  He was a handsome, dark-
haired, sweet-looking, seven-year-old, but he was completely 
beat, and in no mood to practice being polite. He said he wanted 
to go home and watch TV. His mother apologized; Finan said 
she understood. I selfishly thought about the various childcare 
hoops I had jumped through so that I could get to this interview 
without my seven-year-old in tow.  We stood around Finans’ 
bright, yellow office and watched robert look miserable. The 
orange taffeta curtains billowed in the breeze. lisa offered 
robert juice and jellybeans. robert repeated that he wanted to 
go home. More juice was offered. eventually, robert agreed to 
the lesson. His mother went to sit in the living room.

Finan reintroduced robert to me. He shook my hand. 

“Ask her how she is,” Finan suggested.

robert misunderstood. “I’m not going to ask her out,” he said.

I reassured him that I was married, and couldn’t go out with 
him even if I wanted to. 

He asked me how I was. I said, “Good, thank you,” and we all 
took our seats. robert sat quietly with his hands in his lap, 
and Finan began asking questions from her “Social Smarts” 
notebook. She reviewed the three C’s: Courtesy, caring and 
consideration. 

“What do we do with our knapsack?” Finan asked.

“You drop it instead of throwing it,” robert said.

“What do we do with our shoes? 

(continued from page 19)

Getting Down  
with Decorum

“I think good 

manners are 

awesome!”
Corky, “Nancy Drew”

“Friends and good manners will carry you where money won’t go.”Margaret Walker

robert was silent.

“You take them off,” Finan said. “let’s talk about being gracious 
and grateful. What happens if someone gives you a present you 
don’t like?” 

robert thought for a second. “I got chapter books when I was 
five. I hate chapter books. I actually said that.” 

Finan: “What should you have said?”

“Thank you, I love chapter books, I’ll read this every day.”

“No, you don’t want to tell a lie.”

robert tried again. “I would have preferred a snowboard?”

Finan smiled. “You say, ‘Thank you very much for that birthday 
present.’ You want to say the one thing that is true that is 
nice.”

robert fidgeted but answered the rest of Finan’s questions. 
After half an hour, Finan offered him more jellybeans; 
he accepted. She also gave him a supersaver for Six 
Flags that was good for one slice of pizza and one drink.

“What do you say?” Finan asked.

robert looked at the coupon. “That’s good.”

“What else do you say?”

“Thank you.”

robert’s mother returned to the room. Finan smiled. “look,” 
she said. “If there’s any slippage, just put the golden rule up on 
the refrigerator.” 

Then robert, his mother and I slipped into the night. like 
my mother and my grandmother, lisa Finan recognizes that 
knowing how to behave, even – no, especially –when we would 
rather not, is ultimately what makes people civilized. Some 
situations demand we act the opposite of how we feel, and 
good manners help us navigate treacherous waters. This is 
such an old-fashioned thought, but it feels like enlightenment. 
My grandmother’s world is gone, but that doesn’t mean we 
shouldn’t try to rebuild it.

Laura Zinn Fromm is a freelance writer and creative-writing teacher at Columbia University.  She lives in 
Short Hills with her husband, two sons and Roxy. More from Laura at www.flawedmom.blogspot.com
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how did your book group start? 
About six years, two friends each asked three others 
to join. Some original members have left since 
then, but it’s always remained eight women.

When do you meet?
During the school year, we meet Sunday evenings, 
about once a month, at the house of whoever 
suggested that particular book. In the summer we 
meet once for dinner and to choose the first book 
for September.

how do you pick books?
At the last book club of the year (June) we pick 
numbers out of a hat to determine the order. each 
month, one person brings four or five books to 
choose from and we vote. 

do you talk about the book when  
you meet?
Absolutely. every so often, a book will lead to 
other topics like kids, in-laws, neighbor etiquette, 
etc. But we always discuss what we’ve read.

how would you describe or characterize 
your group?
We’re all moms with elementary age kids – 
varying professions and family circumstances. 
Good readers. Discriminating readers. We’re very 
supportive of and open with each other.

do you remember your first meeting? 
I was nervous because the group had been in 
existence for a year or two and I didn’t know 
the dynamic yet. We had read Disgrace by J. M. 
Coetze. It was a great discussion – dissecting the 
book, grappling with the history of South Africa, 
bringing it home to a personal level.

What made you decide to join a book 
group, and why this one?
I love reading and I love discussing what I’m 
reading. I was invited into this group and it 
seemed like a nice, thoughtful group. It has 
evolved – members have moved, new members 
have joined. (Still nice, thoughtful people! That 
hasn’t changed!)

is there anything unusual about  
your group?
We really do discuss the books. And we get 
personal. Sometimes intensely. 

does food play a role?
It’s secondary to the discussion, but I’m happy 
when there’s chocolate!

What have you just read?
What is the What by Dave eggers

What did the group think of it?  Would 
you recommend it?
Interestingly enough, it had been suggested and 
passed up about three times before we decided 
to read it. I think we were worried it would be 
incredibly heavy and depressing.  In fact, it was 
almost universally loved. It surprised us in that it 
was actually a very hopeful, almost uplifting story. 
Which is amazing considering the subject matter 
(the lost boys of the Sudan). eggers seamlessly 
wove two distinct story lines – the narrator’s 
unbelievable flight from a region engulfed in 
genocide, and the experiences he faces as an 
immigrant in America. You realize that there 
are awful injustices here, too. Absolutely would 
recommend it.

do you remember any exceptionally 
interesting or moving discussion?  
Blindness by Jose Saramago was perhaps the one 
book that we were all, every one of us, blown away 
by. One of our members has a great deal of biblical 
knowledge, so many connections were made.

do you generally look forward to  
your meetings?   
I missed one meeting and that was because 
I had given birth two days before. (I did 
consider attending!) I love book club meetings 
– the camaraderie, the intensity, the sharing of 
knowledge. (even if it’s child-rearing advice!)

does your group have any traditions that 
you particularly like?
Summer dinners, where it’s okay to talk about our 
kids and not feel guilty that we’re veering away 
from book discussions.

describe an especially memorable meeting.
After reading What We Keep by elizabeth Berg, 
we were asked by the host to come with the 
“Tupperware Two” (a reference to something in 
the book) where we had to share two things about 
us that the others may not know. It started light 
and quickly got pretty deep.   n

who’s reading what?
deb Levy of Montclair talks about her book group.

54 fairfield street
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Y
T H A T ’ S  L I F e

The l Word
by Jessica Wolf

You discover your lice on a Friday morning, 
the day you must pick up your son from 
camp.  Not that any other time would be 
more convenient. In fact if ever there were 
a day you should begin mainlining Wild 
Turkey, this would be it.

But instead, you spend the day washing 
everything you own.  

You explain to your friend that your child 
may have lice. Nevertheless, she agrees to 
shuttle him from camp when she picks 
up her own. Your boy hops out of her car 
with his head wrapped in a pink shower 
cap.  His duffel comes out of the trunk in 
a cinch-tied Hefty. Your friend calls out 
something that sounds like, “There’s no 
shame in lice!” But it’s hard to be sure 
over the tire squeals as she peals out of 
your driveway.

Here’s how it starts:  You scratch the back 

of your head every morning for four or 
five days and on the sixth day you see a 
tiny black speck on your finger.  really, 
you barely see it.  even with your reading 
glasses on.  And although you have exactly 
one million things to do that morning, 
you know the most important thing to do 
now is to place the speck on your scanner 
and enlarge it 35 times.

Once you establish that the speck is a  
bug, you run into the shower and scour 
your head.  

Then you start to wash everything  
you own.

(Of course you know that in the grand 
scheme of things, lice is a small problem.  
It’s not homelessness or global warming.  

However, the fact remains: there are 
bugs crawling through your hair and 
this cannot bode well for your social 
standing.)

Meanwhile, you’ve always wondered 
how many loads of laundry you could 
wash and fold in a single day and now 
you know.  Fourteen.  

Between loads, you visit every website 
about lice and print out every article, 
study and protocol.  You keep these in 
a file on your desk marked lice.  Most 
information will include details about 
the life cycle of the louse.  How every 
single nit must be removed from the 
head – every one – because even a single 
remaining egg is enough to repopulate 
a whole colony.  Some articles will show 
pictures of nits.  They’re unspeakably tiny 
– smaller than a grain of sand.  They stick 

like glue to the hair shaft and are often 
identical in color.  Yet every one must  
be removed.  

The idea of this so thoroughly exhausts 
you, you crawl up to your room, lay a 
fresh towel over your pillow and weep.

None of the articles you print mention 
how to tell others. You start with an 
email whose subject line reads: “Our 
little Problem.”  You include a lot of 
information about olive oil and shower 
caps and lice combs.  About the life cycle 
of the louse and its daily habits.  About 
the need to eradicate every last nit. 

As the day goes on you attempt to outwit 
the species by trying to think like a louse.  
“If I were cozy and warm and munching 

on someone’s scalp, what would entice me 
out into the fray?” you’ll say to yourself.   
Is this the type of thinking that spawned 
the term Nitwit?

You break from your musings to vacuum 
the house one more time.

By Monday you realize your house and 
your children will never again be this 
clean – an otherwise perfect time for 
houseguests. But now you understand 
that everyone is a potential lice carrier  
and you can’t risk the chance of 
reintroducing lice into your home. 

Playdates may only take place outdoors.  
If a guest must come into the house, 
they’re not asked to sit down.  It’s lonely 
having lice.

Finally, you put a small pile of colorful 
bandanas by the front door. “I was 
thinking we could have everyone put one 
on their head before they come in,” you 
say to your son, your voice full of cheer. 
“like pirates!” But you can tell by the look 
on his face that this isn’t going to fly.

So you decide to let children come over, 
but only if they submit to a thorough lice 
screening on the porch before they step 
inside.  You check one playmate’s hair 
on Tuesday and again on Wednesday 
and then again on Thursday.  On Friday 
he says, “You checked me already.”  And 
he’s right. You sit the 9-year-old down and 
try to explain to him the life cycle of the 
louse.  How it only takes one tiny egg to 
make a whole new colony of bugs.  How 
you can no longer go to a movie without 
covering the seatback with a scarf, how 
you freeze up when a friend tries to hug 
you, how you scream at your kids when 
they wrestle on the rug: “No Head-To-
Head Contact!”

“But I don’t have any bugs,” he tells you.

So you relent and let him in.

The next morning his mother calls.  The 
kid has lice. 

You hang up the phone and pull out the 
vacuum again.   n

the fact remains: there are bugs   
cRAwLING ThROUGh YOUR  

hAIR AND ThIS cANNOT
bode well for your social standing. 
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Sex in the Suburbs
by Christina Loccke

II never liked Sex in the City… I craved it.

That said, I was still shocked at my 
eagerness to see the movie—the 
opening date was marked on my 
calendar. I sought Hollywood insider 
shows to glimpse fashion highlights 
and get sneak peeks at the ladies’  
latest offenses. 

Beside myself with anticipation, I set 
a date with friends to end the torment 
and catch a 9:15 showing on route 3 in 
Clifton, although it took us three weeks 
post-premier to coordinate. Of course, 
there was a reason for this time; we 
needed to bed and bottle our children, 
indulge in a rare shower, and wait for 
our partners to come home late from 
work. There we were: sitting on my front 
stoop, no longer in Manhattan (like 
Carrie) or even Brooklyn (like Miranda) 
but in the New Jersey suburbs. Without 
a word, all had clearly upped the ante 
and dressed with the exuberance of a 
house-bound mother of small children 
about to hit a suburban cinema for 
the first time in three years. lips were 
glossed and blotted, faces lightly dusted 
against the heat, lashes extended, and 
earrings were worn, out in the open, 
unafraid of being torn out by wee  
little hands. 

I wish I could exult in the film, but the 
plot disappointed me. Still, there was 
Carrie: the everywoman of couture 
and guilty pleasures. My mind fought 
the glee I felt every time she walked 
into a new scene wearing that fabulous 
studded leather belt. (How did she make 
it work with that floral dress?)  While 
lamenting the script’s lack of effective 
character development, I suddenly felt 
rejuvenated: I, like Carrie et al., would 
indulge in ways foreign to my child-
rearing years. 

The week began with two champagnes 
and a crepe Brettagne in Chelsea. 
Monday featured the arrival of my 
in-laws to watch the children while 

a silent Pact was drawn   
(bEcAUSE MY YOUNGER DAUGhTER 

DOESN’T REALLY SPEAk YET) 
and the misbehaVior unleashed. 

their pudgy little hands. A silent pact 
was drawn (because my younger 
daughter doesn’t really speak yet) and 
the misbehavior unleashed. 

Breakfast was rejected in flights across 
the room. Kicks were given and received 
from both culprits. One, two, then three 
timeouts given to my older daughter. 
(Wait a minute! Did Miranda ever have 
to do this? What about Charlotte?) I 
finally just strapped them into their 
carseats. “let’s go to Granny and Papa’s 
house!” I cheered while slathering 
concealer under my darkened eyes.

Soon after, I was sitting in the city, at 
a linen-topped café table, sipping a 

Sex in the City type than Carrie was 

a suburban mommy whose world,  

writing included, revolved around her 

two precious, if impish, children in tow.  

I pulled my cardigan over my open  

dress, noted the strawberry mouth-mark 

from the baby’s breakfast on my right 

sleeve, and walked into a restaurant to 

be served a meal I was suddenly in no 

mood to eat. 

However, in a nod to the joyful  

indulgence of being a momentary 

woman of pleasure, I will admit that 

the food was good… unbelievably, 

decadently, earth-movingly delicious.  n

my husband and I joined friends for 
Prosecco and shellfish at a local trattoria. 
Tuesday, I popped out to meet The 
ladies for sangria and a festive rendition 
of “Feliz Cumpleaños” accompanied by 
bongos and men in white fedoras.

Wednesday morning, I peeled my 
eyelids back and rolled onto the floor 
at 6:30. I was still on all fours when my 
three-year-old stormed in to request 
“Dora Dora Dora!” I handed the remote 
to my husband, who was about to leave 
for work, and dashed into the shower. 
As I began to wet my hair, I heard the 
baby yell for me through the monitor. 
“Keep going…” I urged myself, “don’t 
stop or you will never finish. You need 
this shower… focus…”

The girls sensed the difference. They 
could taste it, as if by the fistful with 

latte next to… yes… Cynthia rowley. I 
was waiting to meet an old friend for 
a decadent lunch at an upscale bistro 
whose head chef is a household name. 

I took a final sip of my coffee and 
grabbed my cell phone to call one of 
my playgroup-mommy friends. “They 
don’t know!” I rejoiced discretely 
into the phone. “everyone thinks I’m 
a grownup who lives as a grownup 
among grownups!” At which point, I 
re-adjusted my sunglasses (de rigueur) 
and felt a tickling at the back of my neck. 
Tags. I had forgotten to remove them 
from my new dress. I gasped (drawing 
more attention to the problem), hung 
up, and reached back to tear them out, 
popping two buttons along the bustline 
in the process.

Who was I kidding? I was no more a 
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517 Bloomfield Ave. 
montclAir

973-783-3436
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starting at $24.95 Per PersOn

15% off with this Ad

 Book Reservations Now  
285 Glenwood Avenue Bloomfield, NJ 07003 

Tele: 973.743.0099 Fax: 973.743.4461

MONDAY - THURSDAY 11am - 10pm
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MONTCLAIR CHAR-BROIL

613 VALLEY ROAD 

UPPER MONTCLAIR NJ 

TEL: 973.746.0911

Hours:	 Monday - Friday: 7 am–9 pm
Saturday: 8 am–9 pm

Sunday: 8 am–3:30pm

Stop in for daily specials and soups or a great cheeseburger 

and old-fashioned milk shake. Come in every Wednesday 

for their famous Greek Chicken Soup!  The Montclair 

Char-Broil restaurant (formerly louvis Char-Broil) has 

been a Montclair favorite since 1923.  With great food 

made to order, and a friendly staff, your family will love 

eating here.  Saturday morning breakfast with the kids is 

always a treat; and if you work in the area, stop in for their 

daily lunch specials.  
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Aozora  •  407 Bloomfield Ave. Montclair  •  973-233-9400

F
or the last couple of years I have 
been traveling for my birthday, 
not staying at home. But if I 
were to stay home, I would 
definitely choose Aozora as  

the place to celebrate. This is why: 

Aozora is a trip to many different 
countries in one beautifully decorated 
restaurant. let’s start with my favorite 
part of the trip: the sushi from Japan. 
Chef and owner Nelson Yipp, a native 
of Hong Kong, in all the times that 
I’ve visited Aozora, has never ceased 
to deliver presentation-wise, taste-
wise and, for that matter, smell-wise. 
A perfect example of this is the eel and 
Cucumber roll. Normally, at any other 
restaurant, when you order the eel and 
Cucumber roll, you get a roll that is 
nothing special, sometimes even smelly. 
At Aozora, this is not the case. Mr. Yipp 
takes the sushi to the next level. He tops 
the roll with ground-up seaweed that 
adds a flavor unexplainable by words. 
Another example is the Salmon roll. 
The salmon is a better quality than I 
have ever tasted. It’s buttery, smooth 
and savory. Imagine all of these flavors 
exploding in your mouth at the same 
time. It is unbelievable. remember, 

birthday dinner: Aozora
F o o d  R E V i E W s  B y  o u R  y o u N g E s t  F o o d i E s

Where would you go for your birthday dinner? tell us all about it in �00-�00 words and  
we will contact you if we can use it in a future issue. Email to: Jessica@NJLifeandLeisure.com.  

Mr. yipp takes sushi  
to the next level.

these are just two examples. I could go 
on and on about what tastes good and 
what smells good, but I do have to fit this 
into four hundred words, so I think I will 
leave it at that.

The other part of the trip, the one I have 
not been on yet, is the one to France. 

If you are not a sushi lover, you will 
be happy to know that Aozora offers 
delightful French cuisine. Mr. Yipp has 
had training in this field, as he was once 
the head chef of a restaurant in the Four 
Seasons, Toronto.

Another quality that I like about Mr. Yipp 
is his chattiness with the customers. 
usually, when I go to a sushi restaurant 
and sit at the sushi bar and say hello to 
the sushi chef, I only get a blank stare 
that tells me, “I really don’t care to talk to 
you and all I want you to do is eat, pay 
and leave.” I have engaged in multiple 

conversations with Nelson Yipp, some 
of them on friendly, casual topics and 
some on personal or serious topics. One 
of the more memorable discussions 
that Mr. Yipp and I had was about the 
Olympic games in China and how China 
is stopping protestors in relation to the 

games. let’s just say we were both on the 
same page.

To add on to this list of perfections, I 
would like to mention Aozora’s décor. 
When you walk into Aozora, you are 
instantly taken by the clean, simple, 
modern design. You feel like you are in 
a chic French restaurant. By the time 
you get to the sushi bar, which is where I 
always sit, you are instantly in the world 
of Japan, surrounded by Katana, the 
ancient Japanese Samurai swords.

Should you choose to go to Aozora, I 
wish you a bon voyage!   n
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THE VILLAGE LAUNDRY CENTER  
WILL WASH ALL YOUR KIDS’ DIRTY CAMP LAUNDRY 

or that mountain of detritus you bring home from vacation.   
Clothes, towels, linens, comforters, blankets, sleeping bags, everything!   

They pick up and deliver 6 days a week, and are currently  
offering $10 off any Wash & Fold Laundry order.

By aaRoN FENhagEN (7th gRadE)

Village Laundry Center
213 Bellevue Ave.

Upper Montclair
973-783-7045

285 Glenwood Avenue Bloomfield, NJ 07003 
Tele: 973.743.0099 Fax: 973.743.4461

MONDAY - THURSDAY 11am - 10pm
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 11am - 11pm

SUNDAY 11am - 9pm 

- Recently voted #1 mexican 
restaurant in northern nj by 
aol city’s best people’s choice.

- NJ Monthly magazine’s reader’s 
  choice as best mexican restaurant in 

  northern NJ for 2006 and 2008
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Cuisine: Traditional Italian

Description: Besides the fine dining, 
a gourmet take-out/eat-in section 
offers a selection of thin crust pizzas 
and a variety of sandwiches, salads, 
as well as hot and cold entrees. 

Italianissimo offers a range of services 
to its customers: lunch, dinner, 
private parties and catered affairs.

Popular	 Dishes: Double cut, open 
flame grilled rack of New Zealand 
lamb basted with honey and thyme, 
beside garlic mashed potatoes and 
drizzled with natural lamb jus.   
roasted wild Atlantic salmon fillet 
topped with Chablis deglazed jumbo 
shrimp smothered in an herbed 
white wine and garlic sauce.

Atmosphere: lively, casual.

Alcohol:	BYO

Attire: Casual

Hours: 
Monday-Friday 
lunch: 11:45 am–2:45 pm
Monday - Thursday
Dinner: 4:30 am–9:30 pm

Friday & Saturday: 4:30 am–10:30 pm

Sunday: 4 am–9 pm

Gourmet take-out and pizza: 
9:30 am–9 pm Monday-Sunday

Reservations: recommended Friday 
and Saturday.

Worthy	 of	 Note: Famous for cameos 
on “The Sopranos”. Italianissimo is 
always crowded thanks to the excellent 
food. Zagats rates the food a 20 and 
the service 17. Parking is easy and 
Chef Adolfp Marisi strives to please his 
guests. So come in, sit back and be a 
part of the “family”.

40 CLINTON ROAD 

AT BROADwAY SqUARE

wEST CALDwELL, NJ 07006

TEL: 973.228.5158

www.italianissimo-food-art.com

Italianissimo	
Ristorante	&	Gastonomia

• Fine Dining

• Gourmet Eat-In/Take-Out 

• Thin Crust Pizzas

• Sanwiches, Salads,  

Hot and Cold Entrees 

• Lunch • Dinner 

• Catering • Private Parties

Bring this ad for 10% off your entire check
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110 VINCENT DRIVE

CLIfTON, NJ

TEL: 973.773-3833

www.BALOCCO.COM

Balocco

Chef Adolfo Marisi creates a

tantalizing diversity of 

taste and flavors, perfectly 

presenting selections of 

all his dishes. 

• Dine • Catering

Cuisine: Italian
 
Description:	 Balocco is a restaurant 
and wine bar designed to offer guests 
a sensual trip through the cuisine 
and vineyards of Italy.  As you enter 
Balocco you can’t help but relax.  The 
elegant atmosphere, the beautiful 
views and the warmth of the staff will 
welcome you. 

Specialty	or	Popular	Dishes:
Tagliatelle with Fresh Porcini 
Mushrooms.
Old louisiana Spiced, Blackened 
Filet of Wild Salmon
 
Atmosphere:	elegant, relaxed

Alcohol: Full bar.

Attire:	 Smart Casual but neat.

Hours: 
Monday - Closed
Tuesday - Friday lunch:  
 1:45 am–2:45 pm
Tuesday - Thursday Dinner: 
 4:30 pm–9:30 pm
Friday & Saturday Dinner:  
 4:30 pm–10:30 pm
Sunday Dinner: 4 pm–9 pm
Bar lounge 11am–2am everyday 
(closed Monday)

Reservations: recommended

Worthy	of	Note:	  Chef Adolfo Marisi 
presents you with a tantalizing 
diversity of taste and flavors.  The 
heart of the cuisine is Italian, based 
on the simplicity of Marisi’s home 
region of Abruzzo, which is then 
energetically infused with Asian, 
French, Mediterranean, and Middle 
easter influences.  Come experience 
the art-form of culinary expression 
which is Balocco.

Bring this ad to receive a complimentary glass of house wine
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285 Glenwood Avenue Bloomfield, NJ 07003 Tele: 973.743.0099 Fax: 973.743.4461

MONDAY - THURSDAY 11am - 10pm
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 11am - 11pm

SUNDAY 11am - 9pm 

- Recently voted #1 mexican restaurant in 
  northern nj by aol city’s best people’s choice.

- Chosen by NJ Monthly magazine’s reader’s 
  choice as best mexican restaurant in 

  northern NJ for 2006 and 2008


